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Abstract—We study opportunistic scheduling algorithms in a wireless network with a central base station communicating with multiple users on a single shared channel using time division multiple access. We assume the coexistence of both rate guaranteed (RG) users and best effort (BE) users in the system. A RG user asks for a specific transmission rate and the system should provision the exact amount being asked. In this paper, we present an optimal opportunistic scheduler that maximizes the system throughput. An analytical model is constructed to evaluate its performance in a homogenous system. Closed form solutions for channel access delay, worst case delay and system throughput are derived. Extensive simulations in both homogeneous and heterogeneous systems are conducted to verify the effectiveness of our scheduler.

Index Terms—Opportunistic scheduling, rate-guaranteed users, static scheduling policy, cross-layer optimization

I. INTRODUCTION

Opportunistic scheduling is a cross-layer approach which exploits the time-varying radio channel to improve the system performance of a wireless network. In a multi-user single-carrier system, different users communicate with the base station (BS) by transmitting/receiving on different time slots. The duration of a slot is given but a user can send data in different slots at different rates depending on its current channel condition. An opportunistic scheduler [1] is designed for selecting the user with the best channel condition to send (at the highest rate). With such a scheduler, the system throughput is maximized.

Other factors may also affect the scheduler decision. For example, if fairness in bandwidth allocation among different users is a concern, the simple scheduler in [1] may not apply. In [2], Liu, Chong and Shroff proposed a general utility maximization opportunistic scheduling framework. They further proposed an algorithm in [3] under this framework to maximize the long-term throughput while providing a fair allocation of the transmission time fraction among all the users. Also aiming at providing a fair allocation of transmission time fraction, Park, Seo, Kwon and Lee [4] proposed a cumulative distribution function based scheduling algorithm. The authors of [5] extended the framework proposed by Liu [2] to maximize the system throughput for the situation that each user has both a minimal and maximal throughput constraint. Long and Feng proposed in [6] a scheduling scheme to provide the generalized-processor-sharing like service among users.

The authors of [7] extended the framework in [2] to a scenario where two types of users are considered, rate guaranteed (RG) users and best effort (BE) users. Each RG user has a minimal throughput requirement. The objective in the paper is to maximize the total fraction of time slots allocated to all BE users while satisfying the throughput requirements for the RG users. The optimal solution proposed in the paper shows that the scheduler should ensure exact rate requirements of all RG users with the minimum fraction of time slots. However, while maximizing the fraction of time slots for all BE users provides the flexibility on how to allocate the resources among BE users, it does not necessarily imply that the system throughput is maximized.

In this paper, we also consider opportunistic scheduling in a network with both RG and BE users. We propose an optimization problem to maximize the system throughput (whereas the total fraction of time slots allocated to BE users is maximized in [7]). Our contribution is twofold. First, we find the optimal solution for the optimization problem and a throughput-optimal scheduling algorithm is thus designed. Second, we analyze the performance of the scheduling algorithm in a homogeneous system. Closed form results for several important system metrics are derived including user channel access delay, total system throughput, and the maximal rate that can be supported given the number of RG users in the system. Insights are obtained on how to tune and set different system parameters to enhance the system performance. We detail the design of our optimal scheduler in Section II. In Section III, its performance in a homogeneous system is analyzed. Both numerical and simulation results are presented for performance evaluations in Section IV. We conclude the paper in Section V.

II. DESIGN OPTIMAL OPPORTUNISTIC SCHEDULER

A. System model

Without loss of generality, we focus on the time-slotted downlink transmission in a multi-user single-carrier system, where the duration of a slot is fixed but the BS can transmit...
at different rates depending on the user perceived channel quality. A saturated traffic condition, as used by [2] [3] [7], is assumed, where each user is always backlogged. Such a model is suitable for elastic traffic that can tolerate variable delays.

Define random variable vector \( \vec{r} = \{r_1, \ldots, r_N\} \), where \( r_i \) is a random variable representing the transmission rate of user \( i \) at a generic time slot and \( N \) is the total number of users in the system. Follow the notations in [3], we refer \( r_i \) as channel rate for user \( i \) and \( \vec{r} \) as the channel rate vector. We assume that each \( r_i \) is an independent stochastic random sequence whose probability distribution depends on its channel condition. At the beginning of a time slot, we assume each user can feedback its channel state information (CSI) to the BS in an error-free manner such that the BS knows the particular realization of the channel rate vector \( \vec{r} \) at that time slot. Then the BS can make scheduling decision based on such information. We focus on static scheduling policy which is a mapping from the channel rate vector space \( \vec{r} \) to the user index space \( \{1, 2, \ldots, N\} \). (i.e., the scheduling decision does not rely on the time index)

B. Problem formulation

Suppose there are \( m \) rate guaranteed (RG) users \( U_1, \ldots, U_m \) and \( n \) best effort (BE) users \( U_{m+1}, \ldots, U_{m+n} \) in the system, and \( N = m + n \) is the total number of users. The guaranteed rate is a long term rate for every RG user, that is, the average rate is suitable for elastic traffic that can tolerate variable delays. A saturated traffic condition, as used by [2] [3] [7], is suitable for elastic traffic that can tolerate variable delays.

At the beginning of a time slot, we assume each user can feedback its channel state information (CSI) to the BS in an error-free manner such that the BS knows the particular realization of the channel rate vector \( \vec{r} \) at that time slot. Then the BS can make scheduling decision based on such information. We focus on static scheduling policy which is a mapping from the channel rate vector space \( \vec{r} \) to the user index space \( \{1, 2, \ldots, N\} \). (i.e., the scheduling decision does not rely on the time index)

Then the system throughput can be represented as:

\[
E(\tilde{r}_{Q(\vec{r})}) = E\left(\sum_{i=1}^{N} r_i 1_{Q(\vec{r})=i}\right) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} E(r_i 1_{Q(\vec{r})=i})
\]

Unlike the scheduler in [7] which maximizes the total fraction of time slots allocated to all BE users, our design goal is to find a feasible static policy \( Q \) that maximizes the system throughput while providing just enough bandwidth to all RG users. (Note that under such objective, we are implicitly maximizing the throughput of the BE users.)

Let \( \Theta \) denote the set of all feasible static policies. Then the scheduling problem is to find a feasible static policy that maximizes the system throughput:

\[
\arg\max_{Q \in \Theta} E(\tilde{r}_{Q(\vec{r})}) \quad \text{s.t.} \quad E(r_i 1_{Q(\vec{r})}=i) = c_i, \text{ for } i = 1, \ldots, m
\]

C. Optimal scheduling policy

If there exists a feasible solution for the problem in (1), i.e., any static scheduling policy \( Q \) satisfying the constraint that \( E(r_i 1_{Q(\vec{r})}) = c_i, \text{ for } i = 1, \ldots, m \), then the optimal scheduling policy exists and it is unique. (The proof of the existence and uniqueness can be found by the convex property of the channel rate region and is omitted here for brevity.) We define the optimal policy \( Q^* \) by:

\[
Q^*(\vec{r}) = \arg\max_i (\alpha_i^* r_i)
\]

where \( \alpha_i^* \) is the optimal weighting factor for user \( i \), and its value is set according to the following three rules:

1. \( \alpha_i^* > 0, \forall i \)
2. \( E(r_i 1_{Q(\vec{r})=i}) = c_i, \text{ for } i = 1, \ldots, m \)
3. \( \alpha_i^* = 1, \text{ for } i = m + 1, \ldots, N \)

At each decision point (i.e. at the beginning of a time slot), the scheduling policy \( Q^* \) calculates the weighted channel rate \( \alpha_i^* r \) for each user, and chooses the one with the largest \( \alpha_i^* r \) to send. (ties are broken randomly) For RG users, their \( \alpha_i^* \) values are jointly determined by their rate requirement vector \( \vec{c} \) and the distribution of channel rate vector \( \vec{r} \), as stipulated in rule 2. For BE users, their \( \alpha_i^* \) values are simply set to 1, meaning that among all the BE users, the optimal scheduling scheme always prefers the BE user that can send at the highest channel rate in the current slot.

Proposition 1 (Optimal Scheduler). The policy \( Q^* \) is the solution to the optimization problem (1). That is, it maximizes the system throughput while satisfying the RG constraints.

Proof: Let \( Q \) be any feasible policy satisfying the constraint, i.e., \( E(r_i 1_{Q(\vec{r})}) = c_i \). By the definition of \( Q^* \), we know that \( Q^* \) is always "weighted optimal", i.e.,

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_i^* r_i 1_{Q(\vec{r})=i} \leq \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_i^* r_i 1_{Q^*(\vec{r})=i}
\]

From the constraints in (1), we know that the throughput of RG user \( i \) equals to \( c_i \). Rewriting (2) by decoupling the throughput contributions from RG users and BE users, we have:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{m} \alpha_i^* c_i + \sum_{i=m+1}^{N} r_i 1_{Q(\vec{r})=i} \leq \sum_{i=1}^{m} \alpha_i^* c_i + \sum_{i=m+1}^{N} r_i 1_{Q^*(\vec{r})=i}
\]

From (3), we can manipulate the inequality by subtracting and adding the terms with \( c \) from both sides to prove the optimality:

\[
\sum_{i=m+1}^{N} r_i 1_{Q(\vec{r})=i} \leq \sum_{i=m+1}^{N} r_i 1_{Q^*(\vec{r})=i} \Rightarrow \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i + \sum_{i=m+1}^{N} E(r_i 1_{Q(\vec{r})=i}) \leq \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i + \sum_{i=m+1}^{N} E(r_i 1_{Q^*(\vec{r})=i}) \Rightarrow \sum_{i=m+1}^{N} E(r_i 1_{Q(\vec{r})=i}) \leq \sum_{i=m+1}^{N} E(r_i 1_{Q^*(\vec{r})=i}) \Rightarrow E(\tilde{r}_{Q(\vec{r})}) \leq E(\tilde{r}_{Q^*(\vec{r})})
\]

The proposition is proved. ■
D. Implementation

In the optimal scheduling policy designed above, the weighting factor vector is assumed to be known in advance. Indeed, its value is determined by the channel rate distribution and the guaranteed transmission rate information. In practice, the weighting factors can be estimated using stochastic approximation methods as in [2]. In this work, we update the weighting factor vectors follows:

\[ \alpha^{t+1} = \max\{\alpha^t - (\bar{r}^t - \bar{c})/t, 0\} \]

where \( \alpha^t \) and \( r^t \) are the weighting factor vector and the average transmission rate vector up to time \( t \), respectively.

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We construct an analytical model to study the optimal scheduling policy/algorithm designed in the last section. Assume there are \( m \) RG and \( n \) BE users in the system. We assume that all users experience the i.i.d Rayleigh fading channel with average channel rate of \( 1/\lambda \), and all the RG users have the same guaranteed transmission rate requirement. Accordingly, due to symmetry all RG users will have the same weighting factor. Thus we drop the subscripts in the following analysis and denote the theoretical optimal weighting factor and transmission rate requirement of each RG user by \( \alpha \) and \( c \), respectively. Note that although we only consider Rayleigh fading in this paper, other fading models can be readily accommodated by both the scheduling algorithm in Section II and the analytical framework below.

A. The relationship between \( \alpha \) and \( c \)

Under Rayleigh fading, a user’s channel rate can be modeled by an exponential random variable with pdf \( f(r) = \lambda e^{-\lambda r} \) and cdf \( F(r) = 1 - e^{-\lambda r} \), respectively. Consider a tagged RG user \( U \) with channel rate \( r \), given a weighting factor value of \( \alpha \), the channel access probability \( p_{RG} \) of \( U \), i.e., the probability that \( U \) is chosen for transmission, can be obtained:

\[
p_{RG} = \int_{0}^{\infty} f(r) \prod_{j \neq \text{all other users}} P(\alpha_j r_j < \alpha r) dr
\]

\[ = \int_{0}^{\infty} f(r) F^{m-1}(r) F^n(\alpha r) dr \tag{4}\]

where \( \alpha_j \) and \( r_j \) are the weighting factor and channel rate of other users. Eqn. (5) follows the facts that RG users share the same weighting factor \( \alpha \) and all the users experience i.i.d. channel conditions. Thus the achievable average transmission rate of a RG user can be obtained as follows:

\[
c = \int_{0}^{\infty} \lambda re^{-\lambda r}(1 - e^{-\lambda r})^{m-1}(1 - e^{-\lambda \alpha r})^n dr \tag{5}\]

By expanding the above formula using the binomial expansion and integration, we get

\[ c = \frac{1}{\lambda} \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} \sum_{j=0}^{n} \binom{m-1}{i} \binom{n}{j} \frac{(-1)^{i+j}}{(1+i+\alpha j)^2} \tag{6}\]

From (5) we observe that \( c \) is monotonically increasing with \( \alpha \), therefore there is a one-to-one relationship between \( \alpha \) and \( c \). Once \( c \) is given, the value of \( \alpha \) can be uniquely determined from (6). Since \( 1/\lambda \) is the average channel rate of a RG user, the summation part on the r.h.s of (6) represents the gain in transmission rate brought by the weighting factor \( \alpha \).

B. Maximal rate can be supported for the RG users

We next derive the maximal guaranteed rate that can be supported given that the number of RG users is \( m \).

Proposition 2 (Maximal throughput). The maximal average transmission rate that can be guaranteed for the RG users can be represented as

\[ c_{\text{max}} = \frac{1}{\lambda} \left( \frac{\ln(m)}{m} \right) \]

Proof: The maximal guaranteed rate is achieved if and only if all the time slots are devoted to the RG users. That means the weighting factors of RG users \( \alpha \) should be set to infinity. Therefore we have from (5):

\[
c_{\text{max}} = \lim_{\alpha \to \infty} \int_{0}^{\infty} \lambda re^{-\lambda r}(1 - e^{-\lambda r})^{m-1}(1 - e^{-\lambda \alpha r})^n dr
\]

\[ = \int_{0}^{\infty} \lambda re^{-\lambda r}(1 - e^{-\lambda r})^{m-1} dr \tag{7}\]

Again, using binomial expansion and integration again on (8) and after some mathematical manipulations, we can get

\[ c_{\text{max}} = (1/\lambda) \cdot (H_m/m) \tag{8}\]

where \( H_m \) is the \( m \)th harmonic number and can be approximated as

\[ H_m = \sum_{i=1}^{m} i^{-1} \approx \ln(m) + \gamma \tag{9}\]

where \( \gamma \approx 0.5882 \) is known as Euler’s constant. Combine the result obtained from (7) to (9), we reach the conclusion made in Proposition 2. \( \blacksquare \)

Proposition 2 tells us that \( c_{\text{max}} \) is monotonically decreasing with \( m \) and is not affected by \( n \). From the proposition, it is also easy to find the maximal number of RG users that can be supported in the system once the channel condition/rate distribution is given.

C. Channel access delay

We define the time gap between two consecutive transmissions by the same user as its channel access delay. Let \( d_{RG} \) denote the channel access delay for RG user \( T \). To find \( d_{RG} \), we first obtain channel access probability \( p_{RG} \) from (4):

\[ p_{RG} = \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} \sum_{j=0}^{n} \binom{m-1}{i} \binom{n}{j} \frac{(-1)^{i+j}}{(1+i+\alpha j)^2} \tag{4}\]

Next, the probability that there are \( k \) time slots between two consecutive channel accesses by a RG user is:

\[ P(d_{RG} = i) = (1 - p_{RG})^i \cdot p_{RG}, \quad i = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \]

We can see that the channel access delay of a RG user follows a geometric distribution with a success probability of \( p_{RG} \). Then the average delay can be easily found as follows:

\[ E[d_{RG}] = (1 - p_{RG}) / p_{RG} \]
D. Worst case delay

The worst case delay of the system is defined as the minimum number of channel uses that guarantees all $N$ users successfully access the channel $M$ times. Such definition is a more stringent notion of delay than average delay per user and is the worst case delay among all the users. Once the channel access probability is obtained, the worst case delay and is the worst case delay among all the users. Once the channel access probability is obtained, the worst case delay can directly calculated as follows [8]:

$$E(D_{M,N}) = N \int_0^\infty \left[ 1 - \prod_{i=1}^m \left( 1 - S_M(p_{RG}Nt)e^{-\lambda p_{RG}Nt} \right) \right] dt$$

where $S_M(t) = \sum_{k=0}^{M-1} \frac{1}{k!}$.

E. System throughput

Since all RG users get exactly what they ask for, we only need to derive the throughput achieved by the BE users. Let $Y$ denote the average transmission rate achieved by a BE user, following the derivation of $c$ in (6), $Y$ can be obtained as:

$$Y = \int_0^\infty \lambda e^{-\lambda r}(1 - e^{-\lambda r/n})^{m-1} \left( 1 - e^{-\lambda r/n} \right)^n dr$$

Again, here we can see that the summation part on the r.h.s of above equation represents the gain in transmission rate of a BE user brought by the weighting factor $\alpha$. Then, the system throughput can be calculated by taking all users into account:

$$Throughput = mc + nY$$

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Four opportunistic scheduling algorithms are studied and compared in this section. They are:

- OS: our proposed optimal scheduling algorithm with stochastic approximation method (given in Section II.D);
- RS-T: the (reference) scheduling algorithm in [7] with pre-calculated theoretical parameters, and
- RS: the (reference) scheduling algorithm in [7] with perfect channel knowledge (i.e. using pre-calculated theoretical parameters).

Note that the scheduler in [7] maximizes the total fraction of time slots for BE users, but the criteria for choosing among the BE users is not specified. To maximize the system throughput, our implementation of RS-T and RS always selects the user with the best channel quality among all BE users.

In our simulations, we assume all users experience the same i.i.d Rayleigh fading. Each simulation run consists of 60000 slots (i.e. 60 seconds), where the length of each slot is 1ms. All four scheduling algorithms are implemented and compared.

Figs.1 to 3 show the simulation results in a homogeneous system with the following parameters: mean channel rate $1/\lambda = 800Kbps$, guaranteed rate for each RG user $c = 200Kbps$, number of RG users $m = 4$, and number of BE users $n$ varying from 1 to 10. For the OS scheduler, we randomly choose 2 RG users from the simulation on $n = 8$ and plot their received average transmission rates against time in Fig.1. We can clearly see that the guaranteed rate of $c = 200Kbps$ is achieved very quickly.

We then compare the system throughput performance between our optimal schedulers (OS-T & OS) and the reference schedulers (RS-T & RS) in Fig.2. We can see that due to the imperfect stochastic approximation on channel rate distribution, the system throughputs obtained by OS and RS are consistently lower than their respective counterparts with perfect channel knowledge (i.e. using pre-calculated theoretical parameters). Nevertheless, our OS still outperforms RS-T, the reference scheduler with perfect parameters. On average our OS algorithm achieves more than 10% gain in throughput than the RS scheduler.

Next we plot the channel access delay of a random chosen RG user versus the number of BE users in the system in Fig. 3. In general, we can see that channel access delays (obtained using different schedulers) remain quite stable as the number of BE users increases. This is because all four opportunistic
II. D), the vector of weighting factors required bandwidth and thus they have priority over BE users. From Fig. 3, we also notice that with stochastic approximation, OS and RS algorithms yield shorter access delay than their ideal counterparts, OS-T and RS-T. This is because in the implementation of OS and RS (as described in Section II. D), the vector of weighting factors $\vec{\alpha}$ changes with time and is sensitive to the already-achieved transmission rate at a particular instant. According to the updating rule in (4), when a user is below its guaranteed rate, it has a larger chance to be served, and thus its access delay is reduced. While for schedulers with perfect parameters (OS-T and RS-T), this is not the case since the values of weighting factor are predetermined (based on known channel rate distribution) and do not change with time.

Fig. 4 compares the system throughput and channel access delay performance of the four schedulers under a heterogeneous setting where mean channel rate $1/\lambda = 1000Kbps$, the number of RG users $m = 5$, and 2 RG users requesting for guaranteed rate $c_1 = 300Kbps$ and 3 RG users requesting for $c_2 = 200Kbps$, and number of BE users $n$ varying from 1 to 10. (Note that the RG user rate convergence trace is similar to that in Fig. 1, and thus skipped.) Here we only simulate the schedulers with stochastic approximation implementation (i.e. OS and RS) under such case. The reason is that the heterogeneous case is more likely the case in a practical network and the BS may not have full knowledge of the channel condition of the users. Therefore, it is more appropriate for the BS to use aforementioned adaptive stochastic approximation methods. From the figure, again we see that our OS consistently outperforms RS in [7].

V. CONCLUSION

We studied opportunistic scheduling algorithms in a wireless network with both rate guaranteed (RG) users and best effort (BE) users. We proposed an optimal opportunistic scheduler that maximizes the throughput for all BE users. An analytical model was also constructed to evaluate its performance in a homogenous system. Closed form solutions for channel access delay and system throughput were derived. Extensive simulations in both homogeneous and heterogeneous systems were conducted to verify the effectiveness of our scheduler. A possible future work is to extend the opportunistic scheduling algorithms to support multihop communications [9].
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